Linearized dynamics models for manipulators are useful in robot analysis, motion planning, and control applications. In this paper we use techniques from the spatial operator algebra to obtain closed form operator expressions for two types of linearized dynamics models, the Linearized Inverse and Forward Dynamics Models. We rst develop spatially recursive algorithms of On and On 2 complexity for the computation of the perturbation vector and coe cient matrices for the Linearized Inverse Dynamics Model. Subsequently, operator factorization and inversion identities are used to develop corresponding closed form expressions for the Linearized Forward Dynamics Model. Once again, these are used to develop algorithms of On and On 2 complexity for the computation of the perturbation vector and the coe cient matrices. The algorithms for the Linearized Forward Dynamics Model do not require the explicit computation of the mass matrix nor its numerical inversion and are also of lower complexity than the conventional On 3 algorithms.
Introduction
Linearized dynamics models for manipulators are useful in robot analysis, motion planning, and control applications 1 . Optimal trajectory design methods for manipulators require the minimization of a trajectory cost function 2 . The trajectory cost gradient needed during the optimization process is obtained using linearized dynamics models. Trajectory sensitivity models are obtained by driving linearized dynamics models with gradients of the nonlinear forces with respect to the manipulator parameters 3, 4 . These sensitivity models relate the errors uncertainties in the kinematical and inertial manipulator model parameters to errors in the trajectory. In the face of uncertainties, such as from payload variations and friction, linear" feedback control based on linearized dynamics models in combination with nonlinear feedforward control can beused to enhance robot performance. Linearized dynamics models are also used for adaptive control of manipulators 5 , nonlinear decoupling and control in the presence of actuator dynamics 6 , and for system identi cation.
In this paper, techniques from the spatial operator algebra 7 are used to derive closed form operator expressions and new recursive algorithms for linearized dynamics models for robot manipulators. The spatial operator algebra is a robot modeling and analysis framework that makes use of spatial operators to provide a compact description of robot dynamics, and to derive e cient recursive algorithms for robotics computations. We also develop recursive algorithms for computing the perturbation vector T as well as the coe cient matrices in the Linearized Inverse Dynamics Model of 1.2. We rst obtain spatial operator expressions for the linearized model. The recursive implementation of these operator expressions leads to the On Algorithm 1 for the computation of the vector T. Like the algorithm in 6 for computing T,the structure of this algorithm also resembles that of the Newton Euler inverse dynamics algorithm. Further decomposition of the spatial operators using the composite body inertias, forms the basis for the On 2 Algorithm 2 for computing the coe cient matrices in the linearized model. This algorithm is the same as the one described in 9 and its structure closely resembles that of the composite body algorithm 11 for the computation of the manipulator mass matrix M. However, the derivation using spatial operators is more straightforward and concise and makes clear the relationship of this algorithm to other dynamics algorithms.
Some applications in manipulator control also make use of dynamics models that relate 
Notation
Coordinate free spatial i.e., 6-dimensional notation is used throughout this paper see references 
Equations of Motion
We assume that the robot manipulator has n links coupled together by single degree of freedom rotational hinges. The links on the manipulator are are assigned numbers from 1 thru n in increasing order from tip to base. To simplify the analysis, we develop the equations of motion for the manipulator about an inertially xed coordinate frame I which w e refer to as the universal velocity reference frame. 
where mk is the mass, mkp l k is the rst moment o f inertia and J l k is the second moment of inertia of the k th link about the k th body frame O k . Using the parallel axis theorem for spatial inertias 13 , the spatial inertia Mk o f t h e k th link about frame I is given by
With frame I as the universal velocity reference frame, the spatial velocity V k of the k th link is written as
with !k and uk denoting the angular and linear velocity components respectively. Thus
MkV k is the spatial momentum of the k th link about I. With fk denoting the spatial interaction force between the k + 1 th and the k th links referred to frame I, the total external spatial force on the k th link is given by f k , f k , 1 whereMk is given byM
Thus from 2.5 it follows that
The 8 : The recursive implementation of the operator expression in 3.3 for T leads to the following computational algorithm.
Algorithm 1: Algorithm for computing T
Step 1: 8 :
V n + 1 = 0 ; n + 1 = 0 for k = n 1
Step 2: 8 : n + 1 = 0 ; n + 1 = 0 for k = n 1 The base-to-tip recursions in 3.4 and 3.4 can be merged into a single base-to-tip recursion. Overall, this algorithm requires a base-to-tip recursion followed by a tip-to-base recursion to compute T. It is of On complexity with cost 320n , 159 M + 303n , 149 A where M and A denote multiplication and addition oating point operations respectively. The structure of this algorithm closely resembles that of the well known On Newton Euler inverse dynamics algorithm 10 . Reference 6 describes a di erent recursive algorithm for computing T which is similar in structure to the Newton Euler inverse dynamics algorithm. Step 1: Carry out the base-to-tip recursion in 3.4.
Step 2 Step 2: Compute the mass matrix M using the steps in Algorithm 2.
Step 3: Solve the linear matrix equation M = T, for . Step 2: Numerically compute the matrix inverse of M.
Step The algorithms for the computation of the Linearized Forward Dynamics Model that we derive below do not require either the inversion of the mass matrix, nor the computation of the Linearized Inverse Dynamics Model. The algorithm for the computation of is of only On complexity while the one for the computation of the coe cient matrices is of On 2 complexity.
The derivation of these algorithms uses operator factorization and inversion results for the mass matirx which h a v e been described in detail in reference 7 . We brie y summarize these results in the next section. The recursive implementation of this operator expression leads to the following On algorithm for computing .
Factorization and Inversion of the Mass Matrix
Algorithm 5: Algorithm for computing
Step 1: Carry out the base-to-tip recursive s w eep in 3.4.
Step 2: 8 : f0 = 0; P0 = 0;P 0 = 0 4.16 Step 3 for k = n 1 4.18 Note that the recursions in 4.16 and 4.17 can becombined into a single tip-to-base recursion.
This algorithm is of On complexity and its cost is Step 1: Carry out the base-to-tip recursion in 3.4.
Step 2: Carry out the tip-to-base recursion in 4.16.
Step 3:
end loop In Step 3, the algorithm proceeds from base-to-tip recursively computing the diagonal elements of the coe cient matrices M ,1 k, A C k and B C k. As each new element is computed, fresh recursions are started to compute the o diagonal elements along the rows of the matrices. This algorithm is of On 2 complexity and its cost is given by 36n 2 + 781n , 225 M + 33n 2 + 773n , 255 The structure of this algorithm closely resembles the recursive On 2 algorithm for computing the inverse of the mass matrix, M ,1 15 .
Conclusions
We have used spatial operators to provide a systematic and concise development of closed-form operator expressions for linearized dynamics models for robot manipulators. These expressions in turn led to the development of spatially recursive and e cient computational algorithms. Operator factorization results were used to obtain closed form operator expressions for the Linearized Forward Dynamics Model. Using these expressions, we developed recursive algorithms for the computation of the perturbation vector and the coe cient matrices M ,1 ; A C and B C .
Algorithm 5 for computating is of On complexity and its structure is closely related to the well known On articulated bodyforward dynamics algorithm. Algorithm 6 for computing the coe cient matrices in this linearized model is of On 2 complexity. Conventional algorithms for the Linearized Forward Dynamics Model are of On 3 complexity, require the explicit computation of the Linearized Inverse Dynamics Model, the mass matrix as well as the numerical inversion of the mass matrix. In contrast, Algorithms 5 and 6 described here are not only of lower complexity, but are also direct and do not require either the computation or the explicit inversion of the mass matrix.
Proof: Since the proofs of these identities are similar to each other, for the purpose of illustration only the proof of A.2 is described below. For this case, the operator form of the recursive de nition of Sk is given by the expression X = S , E S E Pre and post multiplying this identity b y and leads to X = S ,,IS from which A.2 follows.
The following lemma contains expressions for the sensitivities of some of the spatial operators.
